Set Up

Step 1
Place your QUIK SHADE® in the center of the set-up area. With a partner on the opposite side of the frame, hold onto the two outer legs and lift slightly for clearance. Take a few steps backward until you have extended the frame a full arm's length - approx. 4 feet (figure A). To improve the opening and closing action of your QUIK SHADE®, spray some silicone lubricant on the outer legs.

Step 2
To attach the top with a three-piece Supervent system, open each steel vents on the frame by sliding the plastic sleeves (fig B & C).

Step 3
Attach the topmost fabric first by sliding the vent arm ends into the pockets (fig D).

Step 4
Open the canopy to about 80% (fig E).

Step 5
Attach the center fabric (fig F) making sure the top fabric overlaps it outside (fig G).

Step 6
Attach the bottom main fabric to the frame again making sure the center fabric is on top of this (fig H).

Step 7
Open the frame completely pulling the four sliders up until they click into place (fig I).

Step 8
Make sure the fabric positions are correct. The top fabric on top of middle on top of main bottom fabric (fig J).

Step 9
Pull the inner leg out to extend the height of the canopy to the first level. The latch should click into place (fig K).

Step 10
If your canopy comes with a wall accessory, attach these to the frame using the snaps (fig L).

Step 11
Extend the height of your canopy to your desired height (fig M). Use stakes to secure frame to the ground if necessary.

Take Down

Note: The canopy top may remain in place for easier subsequent set-up. However, to prolong the life of the canopy top, we recommend that you remove the top when storing your canopy.

WARNING: Before storing your QUIK SHADE®, be sure the canopy top is not wet or damp. Storing your QUIK SHADE® while it is even slightly damp may cause mildew. Allow your canopy top to completely dry before taking it down. If you must take down your QUIK SHADE® while the canopy is damp, remove the canopy top from the frame by unfastening the hook and loop straps. Fold up the frame and lay the canopy top down, fully open, as soon as possible and allow it to completely dry.

Step 1
Remove stakes from ground. Reduce each leg to its shortest position (fig N).

Step 2
If you have a wall accessory installed, remove this first. Then, at each corner, pull the rings where indicated. Be careful not to pinch your hands by staying away from the bottom part of the slider (where the plastic ends), the slider may move fast once released. If the slider is hard, relieve the ceiling assembly a little by lifting the tubes attached to the slider upwards. Your unit may come with pull pin sliders, if so, simply pull the slider ring to release the canopy ceiling (fig O).

Step 3
Hold the top of the center frame section where it says “CLOSE”. Lift slightly and slowly walk towards partner as the frame folds in (fig P). Keep walking until the frame is about halfway closed. Be sure to avoid pinching your hands or fingers. Hold outside legs and continue closing canopy as you walk towards your partner. The completely folded canopy should stand up on its own.

Step 4
With the canopy standing, (fig Q) unzip the wheeled bag and slide bag down slowly (fig R) until entire canopy is in. Invert the canopy and zipper shut (fig S).

Wheeled Bag

* Not all canopies come with a wall accessory. Please check box for a list of contents.
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